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About This Game

Courtesy Warning: The sexual themes in this game are mostly for fun/humor and don't make for particularly great fapping
material.

In HunieCam Studio players take control of a sleazy cam girl operation. Rake in stacks of filthy internet money and attract as
many disgusting fans as you can in this fast paced, click happy and thoroughly perverted take on the business tycoon /

management sim genre!

Recruit cam models from an eclectic cast of cuties who have probably made some poor life choices. Manage your girls' daily
errands/activities to keep them stress-free and productive. Invest in various aspects of your business to improve functions and

expand operations. Optimize your cam shows by promoting girls who match popular trends/fetishes. Abandon your morals and
disappoint everybody who cares about you!

Up to 18 unique cam girls covering a wide variety of perverse preferences!

Send your models to the strip club to increase their talent, the photo studio for more exposure, the day spa to relax a bit,
etc...

Analyze important stats on your fans and performers to maximize revenue!
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Purchase sex toys and other kinky accessories to aid the girls' performances and boost viewership!

Promote your studio on other adult sites and fetish communities all over the web!

Contract up to six horrific STDs including chlamydia, syphilis and gonorrhea!

A massive wardrobe of over 140 hot new outfits and hairstyles to unlock!

Grow to become a hugely popular cam site and earn some DOPE ass dick trophies!
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You wouldn't believe me if I said I play this for reasons other than what you would think, considering the subject and nearly
naked girls and the stuff the player makes them do! It is true! I don't really care one way or another about the naughty activities,
how the girls look, what their props actually are...etc. I would love to find other games that have time management like this one.

I love the time management aspect of this game!
I find the game funny at times, too.
I don't agree with all the content.
That isn't me saying I have anything against sex workers. You do you, just be safe, of age and consensual.
Some of the stuff is a little questionable. (Teen characters for one thing, sure they are "of age" in the game, but I feel like they
are made to look younger and if you didn't look at their bio, assumption would probably be that they are young girls.). (
\u0361\u2609 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u2609). There's no porn in this game so 0\/10. IF YOU FIND THIS GAME ON SALE,
feel free to get it. IF IT IS NOT ON SALE, wait.

It was amusing, but with a short and unsatisfying gameplay loop and the fact that the game was over in about 2h with nothing
but 100% \/ achieves to go for, it was not worth it.
Not a slight on the developers- they made an okay game, just not one worth the price I paid and definitely not the quality that
they're hyped up to be.

Is it worth 4.99? No.
Is it worth buying during a 25% or 50% discount? Yes.. Several things about this game defied my expectations. First of all, I
expected this to be easier. No, wait, that's not entirely accurate. I expected it to be more casual. So some challenge would still be
acceptable but perhaps without any deeper mechanics. Instead I was unpleasantly surprised by having to plan fan fetishes and by
how easy it is to run out of money or consumables. One rule which I absolutely hate is that it's necessary to have a separate "photo
shoot" action to gain fans - fans cannot be gained by actual camming! Even if this was needed for game balancing (doubtful!), it's
still too ludicrous to accept. While I appreciate them taking the time to implement all of this, it is not what I signed up for. Luckily,
it's really easy to modify the money amount, and when that's done the game becomes a most enjoyable freeform experience.
Imagine up an interesting goal or scenario and roleplay towards it.

The second thing is that I expected this to be an, ahem, full-blown porn game - very graphic. And it's not. It's surprisingly veiled and
coy and the video trailer ends up being a teaser (..okay, I'll stop). Here I accept that my expectation was unrealistic because this
came out in early 2016, which is before the beginning of the porn-on-Steam era.

On the technical front the game has some slight imperfections but I wouldn't hold them against it. The biggest of these is that
pressing ESC does not bring up the Pause menu - instead it minimizes from full screen to windowed. That's really terrible; I'm
hoping it's an inherited imperfection of their game engine and not an actual design decision! Speaking of engine, in terms of art
style the game looks like it was done in Flash but here I'm saying that in a decidedly positive fashion. All of the elements (UI,
characters, music, voice acting) click together and create a comfy atmosphere. So it might look like a Flash game but a darn fine
one. The character art and design in particular have my approval but let's leave it at that. The main menu music is 10\/10 and I'm
listening to it on a loop right now. Achievements are not random but might require a significant amount of playthroughs, which I do
not approve of.

While I did mention some negatives, the overall experience has been undoubtedly positive. I'd like to think that this game was one of
the pioneers of erotic content on Steam, chipping away at the dam which eventually gave way - and for that it has my gratitude.
Also it whetted my appetite for HuniePop, to which I'll eventually get around.
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